Corrections

Every care was taken in the production of this book, but a few small errors have been noted. These are as follows:

Page 19: Please disregard the 3rd sentence in the ‘Warning!’ paragraph. The correct warning should read: ‘Don’t assume that all signs correspond to gestures or can be easily recognised. Some signs are quite obscure as they do not look like the word that they represent. The word ‘can’ is a good example of this.’ The illustrations in the book show the start and end of the sign for ‘can’. Please disregard the word ‘AUNT’.

Page 55: The sign for ‘DIVORCED’ has two illustrations – the one on the right is the correct one; please ignore the one on the left.

Page 62: The text reads – ‘Sign: ME OFFICE MANAGER NOW. YOU?’ The second illustration accompanying this text should be ‘office’ but is actually ‘factory’. Illustration number 5 on page 66 is the correct illustration for ‘office’, shown below:

Page 106: The illustration for ‘pound’ is incorrect – it should show the index finger on the palm of the hand, as follows:

Page 184: The 2nd set of text should read ‘English: We celebrated Divali last week. / Sign: LAST WEEK WE CELEBRATE DIVALI’. The illustrations in the book should read as follows:

We omitted to include the copyright information for the illustrations, which belongs to Elise Pacquette. The correct copyright information is as follows:

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, Chichester, West Sussex, England
Illustrations © 2008 Elise Pacquette

We sincerely apologise for these errors.